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By Wolfgang Schaefer and JP Kuehlwein

What makes someone covet a Kelly bag? What does Mini's approach to marketing have in common with
Nespresso's? Uncovering the secrets of why and how these Ueber-Brands are created more equal than others is the
focus of Rethinking Prestige Branding. Here is a book excerpt:

Part 2: Seven Secrets of Ueber-Brands

Ueber-Brand case study 3: Aesop: Un-selling beauty
Aesop, an Australian beauty brand in the process of conquering theworld, was created by Dennis Paphitis in 1987.
The son of a family of barbers who had emigrated from Greece, he followed in the tradition. His Melbourne salon
quickly gained a reputation for high craft and service and for using essential oils that made it a pleasantly fragrant
place, rather than the usual ammonia smell from coloring. Passionate about the idea of nurturing beauty as naturally
but efficaciously as possible, Paphitis and his business partner Suzanne Santos stepped out of the salon business in
1996. They went on to create a cerebral beauty brand' that seeks to appeal as much to the intellect as to the desire to
live and look healthy. The brand opened its first store by building-out a parking garage ramp in a Melbourne hotel in
2002 and went international in 2006, starting in Paris. By 2012 some 60 stores around the world were generating
most of their estimated AUS $64 million in sales. This is when Brazilian beauty company Natura bought a majority
stake in Aesop, promising to support its  global expansion but also protect the brand's independence.

Fabulist un-selling
Spectacular Performance, Minus The Drama' is written on a card featuring a stunning black and white photo by
Ruven Afanador showing two fierce-looking flamenco dancers entangled by their hair. On the back of the card
Aesop's hair care line is introduced in a matter-of-fact way. This artistic yet determined piece of communication is
representative of the ways in which Aesop breaks with beauty marketing conventions. There are no pseudo-scientific
product demonstrations or celebrity endorsements, no mass-media ads or (e-)mail blasts. And despite its heavy use
of natural ingredients, the oft-claimed organic' is  missing. There is no serial-launching of new and improved'
products, either. Rather, social media like Pinterest show the beautiful store interior and quote Paphitis on there
being an obscene amount of choice and variety for the sheer sake of it [...] Luxury is less but better, substantial over
fleeting, meaningful over mindless' (Farrow, 2013).
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So where and how does the brand approach consumers and spread the gospel? It meets them where they go and
looks to become one of their places of congregation. If you are part of the sophisticated jet set, chances are you will
find Aesop's soap and moisturizer set placed in the bathroom of in' spots you have on your bucket list, for instance
28 Aix-en-Provence winery in France, the Yarra Valley, Australia, Kapok boutique in Wan Chai, Hong Kong, Claska
gallery and hotel in Tokyo and Die Bruecke restaurant in Hamburg. This halos the equity as much as it reaches the
target.

It might also have been the beautiful interior of an Aesop shop that caught your eye while strolling through that hip
neighborhood. The seductive product will be dispensed outside, but not as sales pitch, more as silent benefit offer
and invitation to come in. Inside, the staff are guided to talk about factors like the climate, pollutants, the diet as well
as their personality to aid correct product selection. As Matteo Martignoni, General Manager Marketing, told us:

From the beginning this brand decided that nobody should be sold-to', which means pushing products to customers
and promising them those products will do whatever they wish for. That is disingenuous.

So why not talk about a book, play or museum that might further your spiritual beauty as well? The objective is to
engage intellectually. Being introduced to the products via this personal and holistic approach is so important to the
brand, that the Aesop Web site recommends a visit to a store rather than a first order online.

Aesop is very selective in its digital strategy anyway. It uses the Web to project its  Ueber-Serious core: The Fabulist' is
a brainy monthly literary digest' through which Aesop publishes original essays and interviews that would
seamlessly fit The New Yorker. The brand also tweets since we love writing, and synthesizing important thoughts in
two lines represents an exciting intellectual challenge' Martignoni tells us. But these tweets are rather heavy stuff'
compared to the usually light-hearted chatter by beauty brands and see few re-tweets. Pinterest posts highlighting
Aesop's stunning aesthetics, on the other hand, radiate the allure further than the stores alone could ... and are more
easily digested.

Why this rather restrained, one-way use of the Internet? Why no Facebook page with fan-fed stories or syndicated
content on the Web site? As an intellectual Ueber-Brand, Aesop wants to contribute original thought rather than
simply borrowing attention. As CEO Michael O'Keeffe put it to Jo Bowman at CNBC magazine: We see ourselves as
leaders rather than followers. We're not reading the latest Wallpaper* looking for the next cool cafe to partner with'
(Bowman, 2010). And that's why Aesop is respected by the global avant-garde and gets their help in Un-selling'.

Principle 3: Un-selling 107

Mission and myth of a sage
Aesop strives to be an honest and thoughtful beauty brand that acknowledges your intelligence and sophistication,'
says Martignoni. Promising eternal youth or to change the world are anathema. Instead, there is a quiet confidence
to own the moral high ground and to win over consumers with a humble but efficacious offering. Beyond the
product, the mission is to inspire and be inspired by intelligent people. Their Web site declares:

JP Kuehlwein is  executive vice pres ident at Frederic Fekkai

Aesop values all human endeavors undertaken with intellectual rigor, vision and a nod to the whimsical. We
advocate the use of our products as part of a balanced life that includes a healthy diet, sensible exercise, a moderate
intake of red wine and a regular dose of stimulating literature. (Aesop.com)
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And there are, indeed, Aesop chocolates and wine in the stores. Not to be sold but rather to be consumed there,
fueling conversation and passing on the word to like-minded friends: Don't compromise yourself; you're all you've
got' reads a Janis Joplin quote on an Aesop sample.

The myth of this brand starts with its name (Nomen est omen!). Aesop was a Greek slave turned teller of fables, it is
not entirely clear why his was chosen as brand name. Some attribute it to Paphitis' Greek background while others
relate it to the fact that he is a bookworm and avid student of philosophy. Martignoni says that the deep moral lessons
conveyed by Aesop provided a moral compass for what was to be a commercial entity. As one follows the brand's
history, a myth emerges of a sage (Paphitis) trapped in the body of an entrepreneur who despises the shallowness
and mendacity of the industry he finds himself in and sets out to create a brand that attracts the people of thought
and sophistication he admires. I guess the reason I started my own beauty company was that I wasn't patient enough
to be a philosopher, nor tolerant enough to be an architect', the founder told Bethan Cole of the Independent
newspaper (Cole, 2008).

But one does not need to study the founder's interviews. Just look at the hand wash, which comes with a quote by
Carl Jung: Often hands will solve a mystery that the intellect has struggled with in vain'. Doesn't that say all about
beautiful minds and faces? And don't such high-reaching hands deserve to be pampered with a potion of
Resurrection Aromatique' at U.S. $30?

Intelligent beauty to behold! ... and long for
If many high-end beauty brands feel like shiny temples then Aesop is a monastic library. Aesop's aesthetic follows a
strict, unassuming, functional code on the outside but reveals rich, elegant detail once you take a closer look, step
inside or open the bottle.

The circa 100 different Aesop products are packed into quasi-identical brown bottles or squeezable beige metal
tubes, to be mindful and focused. Identical containers and dyes are economical, printing all product information on
the container makes cartons or leaflets unnecessary, the brown tint or metal protect the content against UV damage
and help to minimize the use of preservatives. Also the cream and brown label' is  meant to blend into the bathroom.
We do not want to stick out' says Martignoni. More with less' par excellence.

The same goes for the actual products. It is  hard to believe that an antioxidant mix of parsley and blackcurrant seed
oil, enhanced by orange or violet petal' would be guided strictly by what is efficacious only. It just sounds and
smells far too beautiful. Yet that's what seems to be the case.

But, then there are also the subtle, philosophic rather than functional details. The macron' set over the e' adding an
elegant, capricious note to the logo and a little mystery around the pronunciation. Long rows of identical bottles in
uneven numbers giving beautiful rhythm and symmetry. The simple brown paper bags (plastic is a waste and too
glossy) with cultural tips printed on them. And the stores having water basins where customers are encouraged to try
the indulgent products which of course doesn't just make for great ritual but also infuses the room with incense-like
aromas.

The branding expert Mark Tungate would probably call these stores big dog whistles' as they might go unnoticed by
many shoppers but are compelling to those on the right wavelength' (Tungate, 2011). And indeed, to be treated to that
Aesop wine and chocolate mentioned earlier can be experienced as a form of ritualized ascendance to a beauty
poet society', the inner circle of intellectual sophisticates who associate with the brand. At least it felt that way at a
party in their Sheung Wan store, Hong Kong. The talk was of slow food, urban cycling or low-fi electronics. Most
people were visibly enjoying each other yet business was brisk, one buyer explaining that he was stocking up to help
the store succeed... happy to have one in his neighborhood'.

Aesop prides itself on these close relationships with their neighborhoods physical and spiritual. Bonding with a
worthwhile customer segment, a modern, moneyed, intellectual cultural cohort', as Douglas Holt would describe
them, seeking sophisticated yet unpretentious products to distinguish themselves from the nouveau riche with their
showy brands. To them, Aesop is cult and they are willing disciples of what Paphitis calls a small movement that's
best described as the Muji-Herms paradigm' (Flaherty, 2012). Especially since, typical of an Uber-Brand with a myth
that reaches beyond' to a higher, more educated and spiritual level, the meticulously staged brand and its
idiosyncratic world can be quite intimidating to the uninitiated. Who of the hoi polloi would appreciate a surreal
beauty meditation film with a Salvador Pniker quote: Better than a face-lift, to stay young we need to be permanently
in a state of intellectual curiosity'. Which is exactly what you can find at any Aesop store at any moment.

Living the dream and moving with gravitas



 

Living the dream and moving with gravitas
Obviously, the brand has chosen to make the stores its principal manifestation. The first one was some six years in
the making, but it was so well thought through, we still execute them in the same spirit,' according to Martignoni.
Unassuming from afar and just marked by the simple logo, they become stunning experiences in modernist design
on the inside. Tellingly, a search for Aesop brand' on Google yields mostly pictures of the sculptural interiors
created in collaboration with cutting-edge architects like Cigu, Torafu or Weiss-heiten. One can admire 7,560 amber
glass bottles used as a ceiling of the Adelaide store or thousands of reclaimed copies of the New York Times
stacked up to serve as product pedestals at New York's Grand Central Station, and other artistry-cum-ideology
statements. Regularly, Aesop will transform their spaces into culture centers where products are replaced by works
of authors (Gabriel Garca Mrquez) or designers (Jo Meesters), installation artists (Frida Escobedo, Hiroko Shiratori)
or ceramic sculptors (Ray Chan). Or Aesop moves right in with the artists as it has done at the Invisible Dog Art
Center in Brooklyn, New York.

Apart from carefully selecting its customer, this exacting, high-brow attitude also attracts a special type of employee
art students, freelance writers and designers. It keeps the noise down, lets us talk intelligently and do the right things,
just like at the headquarters' says Martignoni. Those headquarters are ruled by a triumvirate of Paphitis the Artist,
Santos the Alchemist and O'Keeffe the Operator. Fastidious perfectionism and a tight control of all elements of
branding are evident in the organization and operations. Rumors that all Aesop researchers wear the same
apothecary coats, use the same type of black BIC pen, that charts are colored in Aesop cream and that even the toilet
paper is chosen by the boss are not being denied. There are the obligatory quotes, stark wooden desks and identical
black books lining the room and walls. Martignoni confirms that eating at the desk is not allowed. Instead,
employees are encouraged to cook together and visit the library for breaks. On birthdays the company gifts books
from the favorite list.

All this might appear a bit 1984 and the brand has its detractors, but the resulting intellectual energy' (from an Aesop
job posting) gives the brand a spirit and level of authenticity which makes it hard for others to copy: Great spirits have
always encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds (Albert Einstein)' a quote on walls of Aesop
headquarters in Melbourne, Australia.

When it comes to business expansion, Aesop is also the perfect Uber-Brand, following its namesake fabulist who
lets the tortoise win over the hare. In the hotbed market of Asia, for example, Aesop refuses to join everyone else in
launching a whitening product because it sees the negative cultural and personal ramifications'. And so far, the
brand has not set foot on China's mainland because the state requires testing on animals, as O'Keefe told Kathy Chu
of WSJ Live (Chu, 2013). Even in sampling the brand follows its own tact: Aesop amenities would be in high demand
by boutique hotels all over the world, if the brand was willing to have them contract-made at a much cheaper cost,
like everyone else.

Of course, part of this comparatively slow speed of expansion is the fact all stores are hand-picked and designed by
the small management team with a store on Paris's Rive Gauche appropriately bourgeois in design and its sibling in
the Marais reflecting the bohemian flair of that neighborhood. Consequently, Aesop's 100-odd stores opened since
2002 pale in comparison to the hundreds opened by competitor Kiehl's during the same time (including department
store counters). And Kiehl's is  already choosy, as we will see in Principle 6. In the end, though, it's  not logistical
limitations, it's  strategic intent and cunning that let the brand grow organically', at its  own pace and in synch with its
neighborhoods and clientele. This way the expansion even within a same city is never experienced as inflation and
the brand's Uber-Power is kept up.

The challenge will of course be to maintain this restraint after the acquisition by Natura. But Martignoni seems
confident: the investor was chosen based on matching philosophies. Not the money'.

Wolfgang Schaefer is chief strategy officer of SelectNY. JP Kuehlwein is executive vice president at Frederic Fekkai.

Excerpted from "Rethinking Prestige Branding: Secrets of the Ueber-Brands" (Kogan Page, 2015). Reprinted with
permission.
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